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Efficiency Team Predicts
$160,000 Annual Economy
Maintenance Crew
Fear Loss of Jobs

THE PROFICIENT looking mon in this picture is a member
af the Keith-Stevens efficiency team which is currently scru
tinizing the non-academic operations of the uhiversity. The
team of three men has been on campus since June.

Open Door Policy

Administration Speeds
DWA Key Card Plan
Key card dooms, permitting setf1routing hours for sophomore and

junior woman have been ordered
for Sage, Coiman and Ormsby
hails. The administration expects
the doors to be delivered in ap
proximately three weeks. They
will be installed immediately up
on their arrival and put into op
eration os socn as Downer Wom
en’s Association raises the money

Stewart Receives
Honorary Degree
In a
required convocation
Tuesday morning, President Cur
tis W. Tarr opened the 1968-69
academic year with a speech and
the presentation of an honorary
degree.
The degree was that of Doctor
of Laws, presented to Blair Stewant, founding president of the As
sociated Colleges of ithe Midwest,
who has recently retired.
In his speech, Tarr began with
an elucidation of the conflict be
tween the "ivory tower” image
of ithe college ¿ id the pressing
need for solutions to the prob
lems of .society. Tarr then out
lined several of these problems
which he considers paramount.
He continued by speakng to
the specific problems of the Law
rence campus. He urged stu
dents to remain dedicated to their
courses, but also to take advant
age of the opportunities for per
sonal growth. Lawrentiams were
also encouraged to participate in
a number of programs of action.
In conclusion, Tarr expressed
confidence in the students, and
his pleasure at being able to work
with them. In a quote from John
Gardner he «tated that he be
lieved the problems were tough,
the opportunities correspondingly
great, and that anyone who does
not relish this challenge is of lit
tle use to the world.
The convocation, although dom
inated by Tarr, was begun and
ended on a religious note by John
Stanley, areritant professor of re
ligion. Also included in the prognam were two hymns.

to cover the cost of one door.
Since funds for all three doors
were not immediately available
m the university budget, the ad
ministration had planned tu in
stall only two, but agreed to the
installation of all three if DWA
could supply the necessary fi
nancing.
Aim Branston and Betsy Ben
son, DWA president and vice-pres
ident, met with President Curtis
W. Tarr and Marwin 0. Wrolstad,
business manager, last spring.
Tarr and Wrolstad explained that
the university would pay for all
three doors, but that they would
have to be installed over a stag
gered period of time: two by
Christmas and one by spring or
summer. However, they explain
ed that if DWA would raise the
money for one door, a ll three
could be installed earlier in the
year.
Wirolstad checked into different
types of doors this summer. The
fiinall decision is that the doors
to be installed will cost $800 each,
and will be constructed of metal
and glass, using the old frames.
After the doors arrive and are
installed, DWA will be given the
key cards, but the system now
being used in Kohler Hail will not
be put into operation in the rest
of the women’s dormitories untill
$800 to cover the cost of one door
is raised. DWA anticipates a
sizeable amount of money in con
tributions from individuals and
groups; these contributions may
be presented to DWA treasurer
Pris Peterson.
According to Miss Branston,
other means of raising finds for
the door will include a “ Dollars
for Doors” dance the Friday
night of homecoming weekend.
She also noted the possibility of
dorms contributing some of their
“extra” money from house finds.
If a sufficient amount of money
is not raised by the above means,
each girl using the privilege wiTJl
be assessed fifty cents.
Mias Branston emphasized that
appreciation is due to the adm in
istration for its co-operation with
students who have worked on the
key card door project.

In an interview with The Lawrentian this week, Marwin O.
Wirolstad,
university
business
manager, revealed the purpose
and tome of the operations of the
Keith-Stevens
efficiency
team
that is now mahiiftg a study of
the campus.
The 22 week project k> being
conducted by a team of three loan
who began their work last June.
Many of the firm ’s suggestions
are already being realized.
Wrolstad explained the team’s
purpose is “to provide an ob
jective examination by a dis
interested ¡larty of most of our
nonacademic operations with the
ultimate hope of realizing econ
omies.”
The Keith-Stevens team has
promised a savings of $160,000
after the first 12 months of maximum-efficiency operation.

Immediate Implementation
One of the unique features of
this company, based in Minne
apolis, is that it implements the
necessary changes as the study
progresses. This, Wrolstad ex
plained, allows the university to
realize economies immediately.

The study has, and will continue
to resuk in same re-shuffling of
campus personnel. But Wrolstad
emphasized that no one on the
present staff will be discharged
because of the investigation. In
fact, the business manager added,

Business Leaders
Visit Science Hall
Representatives of over sixty
businesses and industries in the
upper Midwest will be guests of
Lawrence University tomorrow at
the school’s second annual Indus
try Day.
The business leaders will hear
administrators and facility des
cribe the university’s curriculum
and its relation to industry. The
talks will focus on developments
in the natural sciences.
President Curtis W. Tarr will
open the program with welcom
ing remarks at 10:30 a.m . in
Youngchild 161. Allen C. West, as
sociate professor of chemistry,
will describe the National Sc:ence
Foundation curriculum study pres
ently being conducted here.
Sumner Richman, associate pro
fessor of biology, and Robert M.
Rosenberg, professor of chemis
try and associate dean of Law
rence and Downer CoHleges, will
discuss aspects of the university’s
science program.
Ronald W. Tank, associate pro
fessor of geology, will talk on the
topic of ‘‘X-Ray Defraction Stud
ies of Clay.”
J. Bruce Brackenridge, profes
sor of physics, James S. Evans,
assistant professor of chemistry,
and Theodore W. Ross, instructor
in geology, will be present to dis
cuss their respective departments
with businessmen. Participants
and guests wifl lunch at the Riverview Country Club before attend
ing the I^awrence-Carleton game
at the Lawrence Bowl.

employees will be aided by hav
ing a detailed list outlining their
duties and responsibilities.
Wrolstad also, promised that
there would be no cut-back in
services to students.
All of the efficiency ^increasing
suggestions are presented to the
administration and must be ap
proved before they aan go into ef
fect.
Custodial Changes
One of the departments which
is beginning to operate more effi
ciently is the custodial staff. Be
cause the team believed that the
dormitory maids were being ask
ed to do too much "heavy” labor,
there is now one male custodian
per dormitory. The addition of
this one man allows for a out
in the number of maids from
four to two.
(As The Lawrentian goes to
press, the janitor for Plantz Hall
has not yet reported for work.)
Wrolstad stressed the import
ance of trailing personnel that
will be reassigned. Staff mem
bers that are no longer needed
will be phased out through nor
mal attrition. He emphasized the
university's concern that its repu
tation as a “good employer” be
sustained.

The team’s presence has adready stirred feelings of anxiety
and resentment among campus
workers. ”A change is a threat
no matter how much we try to
explain it to them,” Wrolstad
said. “I don’t want employe
dissent. Whenever I hear of dis
content, I try to appease them.”
Wrolstad is confident that the
team's work will eventually be a
comfort to the university staff.
“They’ll know that the work load
is even and equitable,” he insist

ed.

Although the study is costing
the university upwards of $40,000,
Wrolstad termed it a bargain.
Tin? firm has “guaranteed” a

substantial savings, although the
figure is something bellow the
predicted $160,000.

Consultants Remain
The Keith-Stevens team wiil
remain as consultants for one
year after the completion of their
study., It will be available to
help iron out any difficulties that
might arise as a result of its
recommendations. Thw is very
important, Wrolstad explained,
as it is far too easy to come in
and reorganize an institution if
you don't have to live with what
you have done.
The efficiency team has or will
do studies at the foldowing insti
tutions: Beloit College, Cartleton.
The Institute of Paper Chemis
try, Rockford College, and Maoalester College.

President Tarr
Addresses Club
President C utis W. Tarr yes
terday defcvered a speech on “To

morrow’s Leaders in Colleges
Today,” at the College d u b in
Milwaukee.
He spoke following a luncheon
for members of the Milwartee
branch of the American Associa
tion of University Women.
Tarr heacto the “task force”
studying the reorganization of fo
cal government in Wisconro.

ADDRESSES
M tu Dorothy Draheim, our
esteemed registrar, requests
students living off campus to
inform her office of ih*lr ad
dresses for the student duectory If they have not already
done so. The directory goes to
the printer Monday, Sept. 30.

First of Three Urban Speakers

Hatcher to Present Speech
Concerning Crisis of Cities
Harlan Hatcher, former presi
dent of the University of Michi
gan, Ann Arbor, and an author
ity on urban problems, will pre
sent the convocation address
next Thursday at 11:10 a.m. in
the Chapel. Hatcher’s talk, the
first of three convocations this
year dealing with urban prob
lems, will be “ Have We Lost
Control of Our Cities?”
According to Conservatory Dean
LaVahn Maesch, recently a p
pointed chairman of the commit
tee on public occasions, the com
mittee this year is striving to en
gage speakers who are authori
ties on current social and politi
cal issues and to coordinate
speakers’ appearances with the
programs of other campus groups
such as IFC’s Symposium and the
science colloquium series.
Maesch announced that the
other two speakers who will dis
cuss the urban crisis in convoca
tions this year will be Phillip
Hauser, chairman, University of
Chicago sociology department,
and biologist Marstcn Bates.
Hauser’s November 7 convoca
tion address will be “The Indi

vidual and His Changing So
ciety” ; Bates, who will be this
year’s Phi Beta Kappa visiting
scholar, will speak on “The Hu
man Pimironment.”

Next week’s speaker serves as
a special consultant to Greek
architect Oonstantinus Doxiadw,
who is considered a leading au
thority in the study of cities and
human habitation. Hie former
Michigan president is currently
engaged in studies of metropoli
tan areas near the Great Lakes.
He assumed the post in 1967 foUikxwing a 16-year appointment at
Michigan.
Hatcher is well known as a
cultural historian.
His history
of "The Great Lakes” was pub
lished in 1944. He has also pub
lished "a Pictorial History of the
Great Lakes” (1963); “A Cen
tury of Iron and Men” (1950);
and “Lake Brie’’ (1945). He is
presently at work on a new vol
ume noting the changes in the
Great L a k e s area since the mid
1940’s.
His appearance here is being
sponsored by the Milwaukee
Downer Endowment Association

Last Year’s Honor Council
Had 8 Cases» 7 Convictions

LA W AND O R D ER prevails as a member <»f Appleton's finest worked overtime last
Sunday, awarding citations to two Lawrence sophomores for ridn^ abreast. W hile the
violation occurred on a city street, the officer wrote the summonses while parked next
to Ormbsy Hall. The two, Ann Hackett and Kathy W endt, will appear in Bicycle Court
tomorrow.
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“PILLS AND THINGS’*
204 East College Avenue

We Carry a complete line of COSMETICS and
T OILET RIES

Beer in Union?

LUCC to Debate Car Rule*
Alter Demonstration Policy
Hie Lawrence University Com
munity Council will return to Ms
labors on Monday, October 7, with
a re-examination of the car rule.
President Steven Ponto toW The
L aw rnkiu this week that the
Council will consider the report
of a committee, chaired by Dean
Kenneth Venderbush, which reccommends that car privileges be
extended to juniors. Ponto stress
ed that the purpose of debating
his issue is not necessarily to
adopt the committee’s proposal,
but to openly examine the prob
lems and advantages of studentowned cars on the Lawrence cam
pus.
Ponto indicated that the dem
onstration policy will also be
brought before the Council in the
near future. This proposed policy,
delineating the rights and obliga
tions of Lawrence students parti
cipating in demonstrations, was
passed by LUCC last spring and
subsequently vetoed by President
Curtis Tarr.
Ponto stated that he feels that
there is a definite need to “get
something substantive and specific
on the books" in regard to student
demonstrations.
He believes that by rewording
parts of the prospective poficy
and by eliminating one clause, the
proposal can be adopted virtually
intact. The clause to be deleted
stipulates that members of the
administration must, if conditions
permit, consult a student member
of LUCC before calling ht the po
lice; Ponto emphasfeed that this
section is not of vital importance
to the policy as a whole.

(One informed observer on cam
pus speculated last week that
Tarr’s rejection of the LUCC
demonstration policy was, at least
in part, a reminder to the com
munity by the president that he
is empowered to veto legislation.
Noting that Tarr has never used
the prerogative over faculty leg
islation, the observer felt that
Tarr was "wise” to invoke it on
this ‘non-crisis’ issue to establish
the precedent should he find it
necessary to use his veto in the
future).
LUCC will not be presented im
mediately with a specific pro
posal for the sale of beer in the
Union, but Ponto indicated that
he and President Tarr have been
investigating this possibility.
Ponto concluded by announcing
that there are four student vacan
cies on LUCC which will be fitted
in elections on Friday. October 4.
The Brokaw-Colman-Ormsby con
stituency wHI elect three repre
sentatives and the Sage-Treveroff campus constituency, one. Ju 
dicial Board members will also
be elected at that time.

STUDENTS
T V Administration requests
that students have the Chapel
aad Library Administration
parking lots vacated for visit
ors of the Industry Day Observ
ance on Saturday, the 28th.
Students may resume using the
lots Saturday evening.

In accordance with a promise
made by her predecessor Chip
Taggart, President Betsy Benson
made public last year’s proceed
ings of the Honor Council.
Because of the council’s policy
of secrecy in its dealings with
those accused of infractions of tho
university academic honor code,
violations and convictions have
seldom been disclosed.
Eight cases, an unusually high
number, noted Miss Benson rue
fully, were brought before the
council in the 1967-68 academic
year. Of these, three concerned
cheating on exams, and the other
five plagarism.
In the former category, two
students were approached by their
professors, one for cribbing and
the other for copying from another
student’s paper. Hie third was
charged by a fellow student for
copying. All three admitted guilt
and received the same penalty:
failure in the course and suspen
sion for one term

Lawrence Offers Students
Diversified Studies Abroad
Marshall Humbert, Vice-Presi
dent of Lawrence University and
acting dean of Lawrence and
Downer Colleges and Director of
Overseas Study, described oppor
tunities for overseas study in a
recent memo to freshmen. Noting
that "contacts with other peoples
and other parts of the world are
of crucial importance for Ameri
can students today.” Hulbert’s of
fice offered a variety of courses
abroad for Lawrentians.

Lawrence-German Center
The most active program of
study is the Lawrence campus in
Boennigheim,
Germany.
With
some knowledge of German a pre
requisite. the curriculum includes
courses in economics, geology,
and German. Forty students spend
a session of six months (two
terms) beginnig in July or Jan
uary with three Lawrence profes
sors.

Paris Seminar

primarily for juniors and some
quafiiffled sophomores, the pro
gram will offer other courses of
study, such as history and art.
Seminar in Slavic Studies
Lawrence’s Slavic Department
plans to conduct a seminar in Slav
ic studies which will include
courses in Russian and travel1 in
Eastern Europe. Beginning in the
summer of 1969, Lawrence faculty
members will inaugurate classes
abroad and advanced Russian and
Slavic civilization.
Students considering overseas
study should consult Dean Hul
bert’s office for further and more
detailed information on the above
as well as numerous summer and
junior year programs for which
Lawrence course credit is grant
ed.

Abraham Lincoln speaks
on The Peace Corps:

Beginning spring term in 1970,
the French department will offer
its Paris seminar to sophomores
having the equivalent of at least
four terms of college French. The
program wilt emphasize intensive
language study and tutorial work
under a Lawrence professor.

Center for Classical Studies
Lawrence is a member of the
Intercollegiate Center for Classi
cal Studies in Rome, an extension
of the Lawrence campus and fac
ulty. TTte center offers a 20-week
program prim arily for junior
classics majors.

Spanish Seminar
The Spanish Department will
initiate a course of study in Spain
during the fall term of 1969. Ten
to fifteen advanced Spanish stu
dents will take three courses at
the Universiy of Madrid. Designed

Brown’s Magic
Attains Honors
Lawrence's magician • in - resi
dence. junior Waiter Brown, re
certify won second prize in com
petition at the annual convention
of the Houdkn CU>.
The group, an organization of
professional and amateur m agi
cians, held this year’s edition of
the sieightrof-hand in Lake Gen
eva. Wisconsin, and Brown was
presen ted with liis award at the
dosing ceremonies. Brown has
received similar honors in
years.

"To correct the evils,
great and small,
which spring from
want of sympathy
and from positive enmity
among strangers,
as nations or as individuals,
is one of
the highest functions
of civilization."

« d v tr tm n g con tribu ted (or the public fo o d

PICNIC
The Lawrence Christian Fel
lowship will sponsor a picnic
and informal discussion after
the Carleton game, at Telulah
Park.

BAND AVAILABLE
for on or of£ campon party,
dance or happening. Very “ex
perienced" in soul. Hewhix,
and Cream. For local book
¡I ings
“ g* call Bob at 9-2903. after 5.

Of the five cases of plagarism,
four were convicted. The other
was acquited: due to an adminis
trative oversight, a transfer stu
dent had not received adequate
orientation to the honor code.
Miss Benson explained that the
deliberations of the Honor Coun
cil are a two part process, taking
to date at least three hours per
case. The first is determination of
guilt: whether a violation has oc
curred, and whether It was willful
or otherwise. The second is the
determination of punishment rang
ing from acquital to suspension
for two terms (retroactive only
for the term in which the viola
tion occurred).
The accused may have counsel
or character reference present at
bis hearing.
The council’s decision is final
unless rescinded or reduced as the
result of appeal to the president
of the university. The right of ap
peal was exercised three tunes
last year, once resulting in reduc
tion of the sentence to one term
suspension from two.
Miss Benson pointed out that
each case is exhaustively review
ed. taking into consideration such
factors as the timing of the hear
ing. draft status, f nancial aid,
and any relevant personal prob
lems.
Names of those accused are nev
er made public, she said, and no
permanent record is made.

Cyclists Get Basted
For Riding Abreast
Recent action taken by the Ap
pleton Police Department against
two Lawrence coeds may c-* in
dicative of a change in the de
partment’s ladssez-faire policy
regarding the university.
Last Sunday, sophomores Aon
Hackett and Kathy Wendt; whale
riding tricycles, were apprehend
ed on the Ormsby access drive by
«an Appleton pnorwl car. Ticketed
for riding two abreast, they will
appear in bicycle cotrt this Sat
urday.
It is unusuail for the polk» to
penetrate Lawrence University
property and even more unusual
to issue tickets.
Although a£l proceedings were
congenial, it is rumored that Miss
Hackett was seen up against the
prowl car with her hands on the
roof. It is not known if she was
frisked, as she was unavailable
for questioning.
Their case could be complicat
ed Miss Hackett s bicycle had an
expired (as of three years ago)
Am Arbor license plate affixed
to it The other bicycle was un
licensed. Pretrial publicity in to
day’s Lawrentian may necessitate
the defendants’
requesting a
change of venue. The bicycle
courts in either Kimberly or Kaukauna are suggested
Hackett and Wendt vs. the peopta of Appleton c n id prove to
have significant implications tor
the Lawrence community, among
them being the growing popular
ity of conventional techniques of
few and order being used on the
Lawrence campus.

FOR THE WIDEST
and (we think) best choice in
luggage come to Pah-low’s.
We have over 500 models by
famous luggage makers at the
price you can afford...

$5.95 to (170.00

PA H -LO W 'S

LUGGAGE — GIFTS
303 W. College Avenue
On the Street of Quality

Daley’s Convention Tactics
Appall Lawrentians There
By CARO LIN E DOW NS and CINDY HENNEY
“Tine apple is marked by dis
ease, but it is mot entirely rot
ten.”
These words were used by M i
chael La Marca associate profes
sor of biology, to describe his
impressions of the situation in
Chicago during the Democratic
convention in August.
“ Worm’s-eye views” from dif
ferent sections of the Chicagocon vention “apple’’ were expresîed this week by several
members of the Lawrence com
munity who were at the scene of
the "over-reaction” in Chicago
in August.
Nois«* and Confusion
La Marca, a Wisconsin dele
gate to the convention, told a
large audience Saturday night
that his main impression of the
convention was that of incredible
noise and confusion. The chaos
was so groat at times that he
frequently was unsure about what
issues be was voting on and even
how he was voting.
He told of the incredible se
curity .mea-nires employed by the
Chicago police to protect the con
vention hall and the difficulty he
encountered in being admitted to
the hail—although he was a legiti
mate delegate with full creden
tials.

He described the incongruity of
Mayor Daley’s requiring dele
gates to ride special buses along
supposedly secret routes from
their headquarters to the hall,
and then lining the streets they
traveled with flag-waving chil
dren.
La Marcia felt that Daley defi
nitely had great influence in the
running of the convention. The
gailenes were packed with his
followers, ad the band was in
structed to play loudly whenever
his opponents were attempting to
express their views. Even the
mechanical interferences in the
communications system seemed
to magically disappear when Da
ley or Humphrey supporters were
speaking. La Marca said.
Fixed Operations
Mrs. Hugo Marlines, ian alter
nate delegate at the convention,
shared La Marca’s dü&ress at
what happened them “It was
a feeling of being implicated in
some ways in a situation where
ali the operations seemed ‘fixed’.
One had the shocking sen* that
everything was moving toward
one candidate.”
Mrs. Martinas feels it is bard
to separate what went on made
and outside the convention. “If
I hadn’t been in the hatll I would
have been out in the street,” A e
<aa<id “It is important to giet peo
ple to see that what appears to
them as ‘riots in the sbnerts’ are
glenuine and valid complawts.

“Out of the 11,000 Chicago po
lice.” he said, “I couldn’t be
lieve that sill of them could seem
to be in the same place at the
.'lame time. I really fek paranoid
when I was alone; anybody that
even had slight sideburns seem
ed to be regarded as a Hippie.”
“They traveled around in
gioupe of ten, even in peaceful
areas. There were times when
motorcycle cops moved through
the parks randomly hitting peo
ple with clubs.”
Although Marchand did not
blame the oolice entirely — “they
were only following Daley’s or
ders” — his summation of the
situation was. “There was an in
credible amount of brutality.”
A fourth Lawrentian, Steve
Ponto, was present at the con
vention in i very different role
from the others, yet he came to
many of the same conclusions
about what happened that week
in Chicago.
Ponto, a Lawrence senior, want
ed very much to attend the con
vention and did so in the only
manner possible for him r as a
security agent.
Corruption Witnessed
In this capacity Ponto, oo the
Wednesday night of the ballotting for the Presidential candi
date, was stationed at one of the
mam entinances to the convention
floor. His position allowed him to
witness some of the corrupt tac
tics permitted by those in con
trol of the convention to aid the
cause of certain candidates.
Ponto was informed by an ush
erette that about fifty Humphrey
supporters had been permitted to
pass through her entrance with
improper credentials. He wit
nessed this type of technique him 
self when he was ordered by his
superior to allow a large number
of Humphrey posters on to the
floor, although the Democratic
party had banned demonstrations
for candidates.

Ponto stated that it was his
belief that Mayor Dailey had
great influence upon the conven
tion. Daley was “the conven
tion’s most controversial issueeven more so than the Vietnam
issue.”
Delegate Fear
Ponto noted that on Wednes
day night there was a great deal
of anxiety that demonstrators
would actually march on the con
vention halli He said that people
at the halll were aware of the
beating of young demonstrators in
downtown Chicago, yet were con
siderably removed from them in
that “the Chicago police used ex

ceptional diligence and restraint
— whenever
delegates
were
around.”
Ponto’s feelings about the sit
uation in Chicago during the con
vention are summed up in his
dismay at a scene he witnessed
on Michigan Avenue. Despite the
violence of those days a large
group of demonstrators was
standing peacefully s i n g i n g
“America the Beautiful,” sur
rounded by soldiers. When they
had finished, the leader of the
demonstrators asked the soldiers
to join them as fellow citizens in
repeating the anthem. The youths
sang; the soldiers remained gjrimly silent.
Deeply Disturbed
All these Lawrentians who par
ticipated in the Democratic con
vention were deeply disturbed at
what they saw and experienced
there. Each was discouraged by
the “steam-roller’’ tactics display
ed by Humphrey supporters, by
Daley’s brand of power politics,
and by the bloodshed in the city
streets. Yet none contended that
Che “apple'’ was completely rot
ten, that the American democracy
was completely beyond hope.
La Marca expressed the atti
tude of them all when he insisted
that Americans must voice their
opinions, must not be afraid to
dissent from the status quo, must
take an active role in the politi
cal future of the United States.
The decay witnessed at Chicago
can be arrested — but only if
those who abhor it are willing to
put their feelings into action.
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CHARLES
the FLORIST
C onw ay H otel

734-1061

HARLAN HATCHER, form er president of the University of
M ich ig a n and a recognized authority on urban a ffa irs w ill
give an address entitled "H a v e W e Lost Control o f O ur
C ities" a t a convocation scheduled for 11:10, Thursday,
October 3, in the Chapel. (Story on page 1)

WHERE IS
“IT” NOW?
Last spring the editors of “Es
quire” sent a letter to various
conservative American organiza
tions under pretense of) a con
cerned parent wondering whether
there were a college to which he
could send his son that still upheld
The American Tnaditic*te. “I do
want him to get a good educa
tion,” said “ Esquire’s” letter,
“but I don’t want him to turn
into a bearded, pot-smoking,
dnaift-dodging leftist.”
The letter was sent to pillars
of democracy such as D.A.R., the
Elks, the Nobbes of the Mystic
Shrine, the Bincheins and the
Y.M.C.A. The Y.M.C.A. replied
that these colleges “were few in
deed” , but did mention Ganleton,
Reed, Colby and Lawrence as
“safe” places to send ones chil
dren.
Those Lawrentians who found it
necessary to do so were consol
ing themseilves with the report of
Robert W. Shelton, Imperial Wiz
ard of the United Kims of Amer
ica who replied: “We regret to
say we cannot suggest a good
conservative college as when we
get to checking into one we find
it has some iliberal instructors
and trends.’'

“Esquire” ran the story under
the tide “Where The Action
Ato’t ”

Lawrentians .

Yippie Festival

•

C O M P L E T E L A U N D R Y and

“Ace” Marchand, Lawrence ju
nior; was among the people in
the streets for whom Mrs. Martiines fedit such sympathy. Mar
chand was in Chicago during the
convention mainly to participate
in the “Yippie” “Festival of Love
i*id Life.” He emphasized that
the demonstrators with whom he
was associated had planned to
congregate peacefully. Although
he felt that the events which took
place that week were ‘‘entirely
too brutal,” be doesn’t lay fltt of
the blame on the police them
selves, but on their “Dickey Da
ley” methods of law enforce
ment.
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•
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D R Y C L E A N IN G S E R V IC E

-UNEEDA

LAUNDERERS & DRY CLEANERS

307 East College Ave.

One-half Block o ff Campus

DEUTSCHLAND
There will be a meeting of
all freshmen and upperclass
men who atre interested in the
1969-70 Lawrence program in
Germany on Monday, October
7, at 4:45 p.m. in the Terrace
Room of the Memorial Union.

G ia n t
Pfromo any
s te
r
photo

o n ly
•Send any black It white or color
photo (no negatives) and the name
"Swingline”cut out from any Swingline
package (or reasonable facsimile) to:
P O S T E R - M A R T , P.O. B ox 165,
Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Enclose $ 1.95
cash, check, or money order (no
C O D .'i). Add sales tax where appli
cable.
Poster rolled and mailed (post
paid) in sturdy tube. Original mate
rial returned undamaged. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

Get a

Swingline
Tot Stapler

(including 1000 «tapi*«)
Larger liza CUB Datk
Stapler only
Unconditionally guaranteed.
A t any itationary, variety, or book atora.

— S i c r v r u p & n * - INC.
L O N G I S L A N D C IT Y , N .Y . 1 1 1 0 1

FROM T H E E D IT O R IA L BOARD

Self-limiting Hours
The administration has moved with such alacrity toward
the installation of key card doors in Sage, Ortnsby. and
Colman halls that many people on this campus who here
tofore had other expectations about the speed of the gods'
mills were rocked back on their heels. It will still be a few
weeks before the new system is put into operation, but
the technical difficulties of installation and the wait in
volved are minor considerations compared to the obstacles
which have already been overcome through reason and co
operation between Downer W om en’s Association and the
administration.
A t present, ^self-limiting hours” is probably seen by
many as a linguistic compromise between euphemism and
intention, but we have every confidence that Lawrence
sophomore and junior women will make wise use of their
new privilege when, shortly after its inception, the novelty
of having “ no hours'* grows into awareness of the even
greater novelty of increased personal responsibility.
It will be many months before the experiment about to
begin can be adjudged a success or failure for all those con
cerned, but the atmosphere of w illing co-operation— even
in the face of trepidation— established by the proceedings
should have notceable effects immediately. One other
thing is certain; when members of the administratin de
cide to drag their heels, they drag them rapidly.

Boennigheim: Best of Both Worlds
By NICK CANDEE
Diverse Lawmentians who a few
months earlier hardly recognized
each others’ existence argued
over dinner some finer points of
the Nuremberg trials. The ver
dict was that Professor of History
Charles Breunig might resolve
the ¿lalemate, and the group sub
sequently dropped in on the Rneunigis’ for an evening that covered
a graat deell more than the Wehrmacht of the last world war.
The most immediate result of
the visit was that Mrs. Breunig,
short on wine, had to borrow a
liter from their neighbors, Profe-isor of Religion E. Gnaham
Waring and family.
The next day the high spirits of
Hartmut Ger!iach’s otherwise live
ly German class wene dampened
by news of the Russian invasion
of Prague, where several Lawrentians had spent the previous
weekend.
The Lawrence colony in Boen
nigheim, the university’s first cen
ter abroad seems to offer excel
lent opportunity for European
travel coupled with full if not exc l.h g courses of study.
Suitcase Campus
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Designed as a “suitcase cam
pus” for some forty students
working with three professors
over a six months session, the
German Lawrenoe-in - microcosm
has the tiemblance of a commun
ity of schol&ins, due in part to its
sue and location, as well as to
its participants.
The campus is comprised ot
the beiautiful four-story Baroque
Schloss Boennigheim, a castle
built 0 1756 by one Count von
Sbadion, in a small Swabian town
near Stuttgart
The Schloss, serving for the
women's dorm, dining hall, li
brary, cilices, and the warm ‘.«a
nocm” social center,, anu the ad
joining Cavalienshau, (he convert
ed ¿table providing classrooms,
men's dormitory, 3»id “Union” (a
Coca-Cola machine sans Emily),

Lawrence Chooses
New German Home
A new campus for Lawrence’s
German study center has been
chosen m the town oi Eninsen,
about 30 miiles south of Stuttgart
Situated in the Swabian Alps,
Eningen affords opportunities for
skiing and hiking.
The town is quite close to the
university city of Tuebingen, and
20 minuses by trolley from Reutlingen, a city of many gymnasia.
The new location of the campus
should offer more fruitful con
tacts with German students.
Charles Breunig, professor ot
history and a past director of the
German program, reported that
“Classooms, offices, and a library
wiill be in a school building put
at our disposal by the town for
a token rental fee.”
“Since Lawrence s n ’t in a po
sition to buy or renovate a
schloss,” continued B r e u n ig ,
“we’ve contracted for two small
hotels, one for men and the other
for women. Ail students will dine
together.”
The first three groups to par
ticipate in the German program
lived and worked in the Schloss
Boenningheim. “The loss of some
of the Schloss' glamor will be outweighed by the advantage of be
ing alone in Eningen,” suggested
Breunig.
<Presently
Lawrence
shares the Schloss with Schiller
College.)

A N P N O W L A P i e s £c û ^ N T L E M E N T H 6 C Q * C M
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Ronaild W. Tank, associate pro
fessor of geology, will assume di
rection of the new campus next
July, and Thomas E. Wenzlau,
profeajor of economics, will take
over in September.

CHARLES BREUNIG, David G. Ormsby professor of history,
returned to Appleton this fall after fifteen months in Boen
nigheim, Germany, serving as director of Lawrence's first
overseas study center. Breunig, pictured above at his desk
in the Schloss was accustomed to leaving his spacious pan
eled and papered office open to students wishing an ad
ditional quiet place to study.
offer more charm and more com
fort thar. most buildings on the
App!ie*on campus.
Bcennigheim is a thoroughly
pvctcral community; tractors or
horses pulling hay wagons share
the town's narrow streets with
automobiles. Few streetlights, no
stoplights, and the smiling towns
folk greeting all with a hearty
“Gross Gott!” make Boemigheim a pleasant place to live and
a quiet place to study.
For the traveling Lawrentian
however, all streets lead out: first
to the rich vinyards, further to
some of the most exciting cities
in the history of Western civiliza
tion — Heidelberg. Paris, Munich.
Geneva, Vienna — all but hours
away by car, train, or thumb.
Concentrated Work
However, Boennigheim is not
“a glorified holiday” , noted E.
Graham Waning, professor of re
ligion, “although the expectation
among some might have been to
do less work than at home. The
same work is concentrated in
shorter tim e.”
“The difference in the schedule
makes the greatest difference in
virtually everything. For those
who know how to work, it’s
great,” he added. Classes are
held four days of the week, ideal
ly leaving a three-day weekend
for travel.
Aiding study and travel, as
Waring half-jokingly suggested, is
that “there aren’t as many com
mi:tee meetings for either faculty
or students: life is simpler.”
“For those willing to let it hap
pen, this extra simplicity gives
Lawrentians time to think about
themsdves, their studies, and
others . . . I gather that a num
ber have.”
Breunig observed that "some
thing develops here not present in
Appleton — a certain possibility
for individuals to integrate with a
larger group. Because of the
greater group action otherwiseloners tend to join-in here and
enjoy themselves. Because of our
smaller community of men a id
women living at close quarters
. . . cliques dissolve, barriers
break down.”
Furthermore. Bneunig feels that
“there is a correlation between
group cohesiveness and academic
work; not only are there fewer
distractions, there is a markedly
different attitude Here, study is
the thing to do, as opposed to the
freshman dorm that might look
askance at hard workers ”

Although many students were
disillusioned on arrival by the
academic pna-sure that necessi
tated staying home some week
ends to catch up (as well as to
conserve finances and energy),
almost all felt that the( unique
social situation involving both
Americans and their European
counterparts provided priceless
insights into themselves and to
ward others.
A sophomore girl summed up
her German sojourn as ‘‘just
growing up , . . growing up more
widely,” while another asserted
that “ it enlarged my world—it
had to !”
A sense of independence appearss to be a common acquisi
tion; a sophomore m » not ordi
narily given to introspection said,
” 1 realize I ’m on my own . . .
self-reliance is a new thing and
a necessity. It gives me a feel
ing of power, like thinking about
the Coliseum in Rome as a kid
and then actually going there last
week.”
Greater Sophistication
All who have indangone it ^jree
that the “ Boennigheim experi
ence” is highly personal, offering
as Breunig believes, “somewhat
greater sophistication in the good
sense of the term, which often
not even the students that travel
in the summer develop.”

Art Center Exhibits
Classical Sculpture
An Oriental atmosphere will pre
vail at the Worcester Art Center
through October 27 due to a un
ique collection of classical Thai
and Indian sculpture exhibited
there.
Loaned from the collections of
John Adams Thierry and Jack
Turner Wilson, the display in
cludes bronze and sandstone sculp
ture from 001 A D. to the nineteentj^'century. Of speciafl interest
is the rare Indian Dancing Fig
ure of Ganesha. a bronze of the
elephant-headed god dating from
800 A.D., and a Thai sculpture of
a standing Buddha. 7th-8th cen
tury.
Collections of Ars Exotica are
increasingly uncommon in private
American homes; limited sources
and imposed restrictions have
caused famous accumulations to
center mostly in museums.

B O G U E ’S G A L L E R Y

Clean-up Campaign
By STEVE BOGUE Lawrence Univers:tv officials
recently made public that the
Keith-Stevens “efficiency organi
zation” has been employed by the
University since June as part of
a general cost-cutting program.
Anxious to get to the real core of
the matter, I decided to talk to
Mr. Sneed Hem, the man in
charge of the Keiitih-Stevens team.
“Mr. Hern . . . ” I began as I
strolled into his office, located
just off the Main Hall Men’s Rest
room.
“Wait a minute,” he snapped,
“ you aren't a member of the Ath
letic department are you?”
“Oh, no!” I replied decisively,
“ I even live off-campus!”
“ Boy, you’re lucky fella,” lie
snarlted, “ all those guys want to
do is spend, spend, spend. They’ll
do anything to get money out of
me. Last week, for example, one
of them came to me and told me
he thought the team needed more
support during games.”
“Gee.” I said guilessly, “that
only seems logical.”
“That’s what I thought.” Hern
responded heavily, “then I get
this bill for forty-three blue and
white jocks.”
“That is in a different area,” 1
agreed.
‘‘You bet your sweet bankbook
it is,” he shot back drolly. “Let
me tell you, things are really go
ing to change around here.”
"Yeah,” I remarked off-handedfy. “ a lot of things already have.
Tell me. do vou really think that
it was nice of you to pick on the
Maintenance Department Hke you
did?”
“What do you mean?” Hem
asked, getting to the heart of the
matter. “Some of mv best friends
are gnomes. I only did what I felt
I had to. like mak'ng e?*ch guv
who goes out to rake leaves earn’
a rake, or insisting t^at when one
of them cuts grass he is to take
and use a lawnmower ”
"W ell,” I hesitated, “ it still

seems a little daring to me. I
mean they are an institution, and
besides, if they sacrificed every
thing to speed they could very
easily lose sight of several things.”
“Sure,” he replied surely, “like
all the girls on campus. Do you
think I didn’t notice those chinrests on the handles of their rakes
and shoveis?”
“Tell me,” I said imperatively,
“have you found any other areas
of gross inefficiency about cam
pus?”
“ Oh, without question, Law
rence University has had too many
people cleaning up."
“ Yes,” I replied positively, “I
know what you mean! Take the
prices at the Union, for exam
ple . .
“No. no, no.” Hern replied neg
atively. “you miss my point. I
was referring to the janitors and
maids. There are just too many
of them, and they are so waste
ful.”
“ Really?” I answered.
“Oh, to be sure. Did you know
that some maids were taking over
three minutes to clean a toilet and

three and a half to clean a sink?”
“ Uniheard o f!" I exclaimed.
‘‘Oh yes, it’s all true. A major
part of our efforts have been di
rected toward rectifying the situ
ation. For example, we are asking
that all people on the Lawrence
campus who have offices do their
own janitorial work."
"Very good.” I returned. “ But
what about you? Do you clean
up?”
“ Oh, I don’t know.” came the
smug reply, “I’m doing alright for
only working a forty-hour week.”
“ I meant like sweeping up and
things.” I clarified.
“Why certainly,” he replied
blushingly, “ as a matter of fact.
I ’m the one who is teaching all
the office people how to do their
own work. By the way, it’s time
for the interview to end. I have a
very important appointment with
President Tarr.”
“Gosh, that’s great,” I said in
awe, “must be a high level bud
get discussion!”
“ Not exactly,” Hern replied
curtly, “ I have to show him how
to shampoo his carpet."

LOOKING for oil the world like Lyndon Johnson on opening
day a t Comiskey Park, this bronze sculpture of Shiva N a ta ra ja is representative o f the a rt works now on display a t
the W orcester A rt Center. The exhibition o f Thoi and Indion sculptue is on loan from the private collections of Jack
T u rn er W ilson and John Adam s T h ierry of M ilw au kee.

There Is ACertain
Kind of Girl. . .
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Faculty Recital
Pianist Miss Marjory Irvin will
be the performer at (the Conser
vatory’s first recital at 4 p.m.
Sunday, September 29, in Harper
Hail.
Miss Irvin’s program will in
clude “ Four Piano Blues” by
Copland; “ Ballade,” “Les collines d ’Anacapni,” “ Homnnage a
S. Pickwick Esq. P.P.M.P.C.”
and “L ’islle joyeuae” by Debussy,
and “Sonata in F minor, Op. 5,”
by Brahms.

W»
There is a certain kind of a girl . . . who wants an
individual look to her campus wardrobe.

Browning Concert

That certain kind of girl is sure to find her look
in '||ft cornet". W e feel our foil collection is very
special. Please come see!

Thursday, October 3, marks the
beginning of this year’s Artist
Series. Pianist John Browning will
be the featured performer at 8
p.m. in the Chapeil.

P.S. Bags and accessories by Etienne Aigner & Davey. Monogrammed jewelry by Moore.

Browning attended the JuilUiand
School of Music and made his
debut with the New York Phil
harmonic in 1956. That same
year he received The Gold Medal
Award of The Ooncours Interna
tional Musical in Brussels.
Sonabais by Mozart and Samued
Barber and Twelve Etudes, Opus
25, bv Chooin wiM be performeed

by Browning.
Tickets fof this performance,
as well as the other three includ
ed in the Artist Series, are all
on sale at the Box Office, located
m the Music-Drama Oerter.

fe a tu r e such

famous

nom ti at:

JOHN MEYER of NORWICH
AUSTIN-HILL
YOUNG PENDLETON
SLOAT
HOWARD WOLFE
MAGGIE STOVER
GORDON-FORD

WAClose

comer.

la d h t' C am al W *ar
M in's and Boys' A ppartl

200 Cast Citllrgr Aurmtr,

Assistant Women*s Dean
Talks About New Position
In an interview this week with

The Lawrentian Nina Kirkpatrick,

A FIRST IN LA W REN CE HISTORY, the ‘new’ garbage truck is now fully in service
but may be viewed weekday afternoons at the shops behind Stephenson-YoungchiM
halls. The pre-owned Leach Packmaster on an International Harvester chassis was un
derwritten in part by the formation last February of the Dirty Dollar (iarbage
(iuild. thereby making modern refuse collection a reality at Lawrence.
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“Student Evaluation Guide”
Like the vocation of the kami
kaze pilot and the avocation of

iJv? acid head, the merits of the
"Student Evaluation Guide” must
be examined m the context of the
inevitable quest»*), “was this trip
really necessary?" li the ‘‘Guide"
wag unnecessary—and the argu
ments against it ane many .-n*J
substantial — success was im
possible.
However,
since a
“Guide" of sorts has been print
ed, for the sake of discussion it
is possible to assme that it was
needed, and unavoidable to con
clude that the half-guide issued
by editors Mark A. Bruzonsky and
J. Mark Catron necessarily failed
to meet that need.
To set the record straight, the
"Guide" does not, in fact, evalu
ate students as its title proclaims
—except, of course, by impilioation—but reviews courses and in
structors of last year. It adds
nothing new to the mystiques sur
rounding Lawrence's most capa
ble) professors (in those depart
ments covered) and has 'little to
say about anything else beyond
an occasional carp presumably
intended to get erring instructors
back in tine that they might
avoid a bad review next year—
if there is a "Guide" next year.
Having self - evaluated thear
work «as "basically successful” in
their Introduction, the editors are
somewhat casual in explaining
away the omission of ten full de
partments and the inclusion of
less than three reviews about an
additional five departments in
cluded in their "Guide.”
Bruzonsky and Catron blame
these "shortcomings” on "lack
of cooperation" from those im
portuned to assist (hem by £iUmg out forms and writing evalu

ations. Though the phraseology
ill conceals petulance at the injus
tice of k all, it ignores the fact
that when a majority of those
asked do not collaborate, then
"lack of cooperation" should
more accurately be called en
lightened refusal. (In few oases,
incidentally, do the editors reveal
how many opinions, with what
qualifications, went into any
evaluation.)
The technical properties of the
guide are excellent; presumably
the best printfog, layout, and de
sign our money could buy. This
is truly fortunate for the readibiLrty of the text must grow out
of something other than the fluc
tuation between objective and
subjective editorial voice, or such
priceless encomia as "He is as
excellent a prof (sic) as there
is," or "This course can be of
tremendous value to the fledgling
fresh.’’
Chroniclers of future times may
find useful the evaluations of
courses once taught by faculty
membera who have since left per
manently or who wilil never again
teach those courses named in the
"Guide"—but it is doubtful that
anyone else will. Those who are
interested in one of the ten de
partments reasonably represent
ed, and wililing to depend on the
"Guide’s" authority, may find
the $1.25 investment worthwhile.
But those desiring information
concerning the ten departments
not even mentioned—end this in
cludes at1
! courses in the MusicDrama and Art Centers, and Main
Hall’s English, Philosophy, and
Classics—might find the "Guide’’
of dubious value. And they won’t
be the only ones.
NEIL HILLER

Frosh Football
Shows Promise
The freshman football team
dwindles a little every day, but
there seems to be enough play
ers .remaining to present a good
squad for their opening game
against Lakeland on October 10.
This year the team has a new
head coach, John Poulsen, «nd a
new assistant coach, a player
from last year’s undefeated Vik
ings, Steve Figi.

The freshman team
mostly of players from
nois-Wiseonsin area. At
back, Clarence Rixter,
time ail-city QB from
and ieftrhanded Harry
are contenders for the
one ^ » t.

consists
the IUiquarter
a twoChicago,
Schonau
number

Local talent is to be found at
the tailback and guard positions,
with Scott Ferguson and Steve
Shepherd, currently occupying the
starting slots. Calling the de
fensive signals ¿me linebackers
Tom Nathan and Karl Knock. In
the line there are Greg Leydig
and Mike Rossmeier.
With only a five week season
.jnd a three game playing sched
ule, the team already has a win
ning spirit. In only the second
day of full practice, the hitting
was hard, if confusing, with 22
players all in blue shirts.

The coaches plan to follow the
varsity’s approach, but necessar
ily reducing the number of plays.
Offensively the team looks strong,
assuming that the plays can be
polished in so few practices. The
defense is likewise following in
the footsteps of the varsity in em
ploying several basic defenses.

For Books

the new ¿.ssistant dean' of wom
en, disc jssed some of her duties
and ideas about her position.
A native of West Lafayette, In
diana, Miss Kirkpatrick received
her B.A. from Purdue University
and her M.S. from Miami Uni
versity in pensonnel counselling.
This course, new at Miami, con
cerns guidance and counseling as
well as administration for higher
education.
While at Miami, she was a
freshman advisor assistant and
was on the staff of the Dean of
Women. For the past two years
she was a member of the state
employment service of Ohio.
Mias Kirkpatrick, who has been
at her past for three weeks, is
unsure what all of her assigned
duties will be this year. When
asked about her position as head
resident of Kohler Hall, she said,
” 1 don't know what to say; that’s
a big job." Her duties are to
"keep everybody happy” and
"m aintain peace and order.”
One advantage of having both
a dean and an assistant dean is
that duties can be divided ac
cording to interest and time.
Miss Kirkpatrick is "very en
couraged” by the people she has
met on campus. She likes the
way people work together at Law
rence: the administration, faculty
and students. The traditional con
flicts are present here, but they
ane fairly open, recognised and
debated. "This is a situation in
which I can work,” Miss Kirk
patrick said.
She feels DWA could be
strengthened and would like to

PETITIONS
Petitions for the position of
the Junior member of the Law
rentian Board of Control are
due to Jack Krill in Plantz
Hall, Monday, Oct. 7, at mid
night.

see it play a more active role
in campus activities. Commenting
on the no-hours policy initiated
by DWA, Miss Kirkpatrick, felt
that for this to be successful, as
for all honor programs, a more
"sensitive conscience” must be
developed in students. She con
siders this a difficult task in view
of the current popular opinion
that morals cannot be legislated.
She said, "Either there must
be rules or strong moral vailues.
It will be interesting to see what
happens."

NIWC RESULTS
St. Olaf at Monmouth
Garleton at Lawrence
Ripon at Knox
Cornell at Grionell
Beloit at Coe (7:30 p.m.)

GAMES LAST WEEK
Lawrence 42. Coe 6
Cornell 26, Knox 10
Monmouth 20, Carleton 14
Ripon 35, Beloit 13
St. Olaf 28, Griimell 0
Monmouth will meet St. Olaf
Saturday in the first confrontation
between teams rjnked as title
contenders in the Midwest Con
ference.
In preseason ratings,
St. Olaf was given a slight edge
over defending champion Law
rence, with Monmouth and Ripon
tanked close behind those two.
Seven conference players scor
ed two or more touchdowns last
Saturday as all four favorites won
their opening games. The Vik
ings rolled up 464 yards, almost
equally divided between rush
ing and passing, for the top of
fensive effort
Top conference scorer of the
day was Steve Thompson of R ip
on, who ran for four touchdowns,
including a 63-yarder, and kicked
two placements. Mike Schmdesing, St. Olaf back who tied with
Lawrence’s Chuck McKee for
scoring honors last year, scored
two touchdowns and booted a
field goal and an extra point.

WELCOME to APPLETON

Lawrentians...

Heekert’s has been serving Lawrence
Slndents since 1888.
T h e fin e st in B R A N D N A M E S fo r
M E N and W O M E N

Heckert's Shoe Co.
119 East College Avenue
Open F riday N ig h t t ill 9 :0 0 p.m.

«For Stationery

• For School Needs

CONKEY'S BOOK STORE
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Frasch Passes for 3 T.D.’s

Vike Gridmen Pulverize Coe
42-6 In Season’s Kick-off
Last Saturday the Lawrence Uni
versity Vikings opened their de
fense of the Midwest Conference
Championship in a game with Coe
College. The Vikes extended their
winning streak to 12 games by de
feating the Kobawks by a score of
42-6.
Quarterback Dave Frasch com
bined with end Rick Miller for
three touchdowns while scoring
two himself. Frasch completed 18
passes in 31 attempts* had two
intercepted, white mounting up a
total yardage of 464. Fullback Tom
Findlay gained 90 yards in 16 car
ries while tailback Paul Rechner
gained 118 yards in 26 attempts.

Tight Defense
The defense played a tight game
allowing only one touchdown. E li
jah Brewer and Tim Meyer both
intercepted passes and Mike An
drews recovered a Coe fumble to
highlight the alert defensive play
of the Vikings.

Coach Roberts’ team had good
field position to start the season
as Coe elected to try an onside
kick which Lawrence took on its
own 42 yard line. The Vikes im
mediately began a drive down the
fiefid which was capped by a 16yard scoring pass from Frasch to
Miller. This touchdown came at
12:12 of the first quarter. Place
kicker Andy Gilbert kicked the
point after to give the Vikes a 7-0
lead and their first score of the
year.
The second touchdown was a re
play of the first. It began with
'Mike Andrew’s fumble recovery
on the 42 yard line. Frasch elected
to stay on the ground with Find
lay and Rechner alternating at
carrying the ball. Once inside the
twenty, Frasch went to the air and
for the second time he hit Milter
in the end zone, this time from
15 yards out. Gilbert added the
point after touchdown.
A potential drive by Coe was cut
short when sophomore defensive
halfback, Elijah Brewer, inter
cepted a Raaz pass.
A morale boosting touchdown
was scored with only 1:08 remain
ing in the first half. The big play
in this drive was a 23 yard pass
play from Frasch to Rechner. This
put the ball on the six yard line.
Fullback Findlay carried to the
two. Rechner tried to score but
was stopped on the one foot line.
Frasch then scored on a quarter
back sneak. Again Gilbert added
the extra point to give Lawrence
a formidable 21-0 lead going into
the locker room at half time.
Frasch-Miller Again
With 8:51 left in the third period
the Viking defense gave up its
first points of the game. The Vikes
took the following kick-off and im
mediately drove back up-field for
another touchdown. This time it
was a 38-yard pass from Frasch
to Milter. It was the third time
that afternoon that the FraschMiller combination had hit paydirt
for the Vikes. The point after at
tempt was blocked.

The Vikes continued their ag
gressiveness in the fourth period.
This time Frasch hit Bill Davis,
who got to the 12-yard line before
being brought down. Paul Rech
ner scored several1 plays later
from the two yard line. The Vikes
faked the kick and Frasch passed
to Bill Davis for two points tc
make the score 35-6.
The defense set up the last
touchdown of the day as junior
linebacker Tim Meyer picked off
a Coe pass on the Coe 48 yard
line. Lawrence played a ground
control game in an attempt to use
up as much time as possible, pass
ing only when necessary to get a
first down. To culminate a success
ful day, quarterback Frasch scor
ed the final touchdown of the day
from the one yard line. Gilbert
kicked the extra point, resulting
in the final score of 42-6.

Strong Offensive Line
Much credit must be given to the
offensive line with Co-captain Gar
KeHom at center, Tom Merza and
Tim Young at guards, and Joe
Patterson and Pete Neulist at
tackles. All afternoon they open
ed good holes. They hit quickly
and stayed with their assigned
blocks.
The fine offensive showing was
complemented by a quick defense.
The oniy two defensive lapses of
the afternoon resulted in Coe’s
only score. The defensive line of
Pete Saving, Mike Andrews, Cocaptain Dennis DeCock, Bob Mc
Kee and Bill Baird contained the
speedy Coe backfield most of the
afternoon. The defensive backfield
of Steve Rechner, Elijah Brewer.
John Van De Hay, Tom Richard
son, Lance Alwin, and Dale Schuparra allowed only a few short
completions.
Coach Roberts’ team looked tir-

USED BOOK SALE
The American Association of
University Women will hold Its
annual Used Book Sale from
8 a.m. to 9 p.m. Thursday and
Friday, October 24-25, at the
Masonic Temple, 330 E. College
Avenue.
There will be excellent buys
with a large selection of books.
Phonograph records also will
be sold. Proceeds are used for
scholarships and fellowships.

Attention Audiophiles
Catalogue discount prices on
all FISHER, HARMON-KARDON, S O N Y , KENWOOD,
TEAC, PICKERING, SHURE
and ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
components. See and hear them
in our sound rooms!

Appleton H i-Fi Center
326 W. College Ave. — 3-7525
Across from Sears

ed but happy after a game played
in 75 degree heat. The team will
meet Carleton College this Satur
day in an attempt to extend their
winning streak to 13 and to re
tain the Conference Championship
gained last year. Last year Law
rence defeated Carleton by the
score of 22-12.
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6

Lawrence .. 14

7

6
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Passing yards
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First downs
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Coe Outruns
Vike Harriers
The Vika cross country team
bowed to One in the opening meet
of the season by a scone of 22-33
(lo this sport the lowest scoring
team wins. The hi^aer the posi
tion that a runner earns, the teas
points he contributes to his team’s
score.)
First place in the! meet was
captured by Bart Williams of
Coe, tuning in a time of 22:56.
Co-captain Bill Giese led the
Vikas in taking second place with
a time of 22:48. This time, incidently, is considered excellent
for so early in the season.
In a field of 14, Gordon Zubnod
of Qoe placed third, George Slat
er of Lawrence was fourth, fol
lowed by three Koharwk harriers,
and Lawrence’s other, co-captain,
Mark Leonas who came in eighth
One factor which definitely hurt
the Vikes was a stomach cramp
suffered by sophomore standout
Randy Smith, which forced him
to drop out halfway through the
meet Another ingredient in their
defeat was the fact that only
four of the harriers were on tune
for the pnevseoaon training ses
sion.
The Vikes were expected to
make a better showing against
the Kobawks, who, althougi they
are not one of the weaker teams
in the conference, are not one of
the stronger teams either. Ooach
Davis was disappointed after the
defeat, and understandably so.
Ntext week the h unters face
Carleton at Whiting Field oft
12:30. The Oaris are the tradi
tional cross country power In tbs
conference, thi^i 1 domination of
this sport going back as far *s
any one’s memory estenh Ones
country, however, is the type of
sport in which an exrating meet
is often held against a powerful
opponent
With the team getting in shape
and free from infratea, the Vikes
should put up • reason ably good
show against the Carls, and In a
fast field they should turn in
some good t i m e .
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ARE HERE!
Eve r heard o f selling toiletries by the pound? We are now —
fo r a limited time onlyl CAM PU S PAC S contain over a pound
o f popular toiletries in handy sizes. Worth over $2 a t retail.
Special male and female C AM PU S PAC S are available. But only
O N E P O U N D P ER S T U D EN T — with proper identification. D o n 't
miss o u t. There are only enough for about half of the students
on this campus. Get your C AM PU S PAC today!

»

Get Your Pound O f Big Toiletry Values—
Plus Many Money Saving Offers and Coupons—

A L L FOR O N L Y 49c

#
«

Conkey's Book Store
»

Roberts Lauds
Team’s Efforts
Despite a we)H ptayed and sat
isfying opening victory, the Law
rence football team cannot afford
to look back on the 42-6 conquest
of Coe College last Saturday,
coach Ron Roberts recently warn
ed. Canleiton, a 20-14 loser to Mon
mouth College last weekend, will
be here tomorrow at 1:30 p.m.

ELIJAH BREWER, sophomore defensive bock, was tackled by Coe halfback Mike Harris
moments after intercepting a Coe pass early in the season opener at the Lawrence Bowl
lost week. Coe was humiliated by o 42-6 winning margin which brought Lawrence's string
of victories to twelve.

QUAD SQUADS
The 1968 IF football squads
swing into action next week with
the Phi Delts again picked as the
team to beat. With most of last
year’s undefeated team back for
another year it looks like an up
hill fight for the five challengers.
H»e Fijis, fast year's second place
entry, win be playing without their
mighty mite and master of the
sleeper play, Greg Wille, and will
have to find a capable replace
ment to make a run for the champ
ionship
The Betas appear to have a
solid entry and with steady quar
terbacking could be a threat, while
the Delta look to be much improv
ed and also must be taken into
tide consideration. The Sig Eps
made a strong showing last fall
but have tost valuable manpower
and will have to scramble to
break into the top three again.
The Taus. a perennial second div
ision team, may not dim b out of
it this year, but should give a
good account of themselves with
the return of Dave Matz.
October 1 and 17
Taus vs. Phis (referee Murry)
Betas vs. Defts (Mergott)
Sig Eps vs. Fijis (Hiatt)
October 3 and 22
Delts vs. Phis (Hiatt)
Betas vs. Sig Eps (Mergott)
Taus vs. Fijis (Murry'
October 8 and 24
Betas vs. Fijis (Hiatt)
Taus vs. Delts (Mergott)
Sig Eps vs. Phis (Murry)
October 10 and 29
Taus vs. Sig Eps (Mergott^
Betas vs. Phis (Hiatt >
Delts vs. Fijis (Murry)

___________ -

____________
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FoottaU—Garfeton, 1:30 p.m.

Lawnenoe Christian Fellowship
picnic, fallowing game
Sunday, September 29
Panhel Presidents’ Tea far
fnestanan woman, Union, 1:30
4:30 p.m.
Tuesday, October 1
Cross Country —Oshkosh and
Lakeland, 4:30 p.m.
Thursday, October 3
Convocation — Dr.
Hariand
Hatcher: “Have We Lost Con
trol of Our Cities?” Chapel,
11:10 a m
Artist series — John Browning,
pianist; Chapel, 8 p m

"T o correct the evils,
great and small,
which soring from
want o f sympathy
and from positive enmity
among strangers,
as nations or as individuals,
is one of
the highest functions
of civilization.”

Last Saturday the Lawrence football team proved that
it is still an outstanding one, despite the loss of certain key
players of last year.
For a comparison between the two years, it is interest
“We didn’t get to him like we
ing to notice the scores of the opening games, both played should have, but I have to take
against Coe, which was said to be at least as good this vear part of the blame for that be
advertising contributed for th« public good
as last. In the '67 season, Lawrence won 23-13; this year the cause of the defensive alignment
Vikes humiliated the Kohawks 42-6.
we were using most of the time.
Coach Roberts has come up with a quarterback in Dave Once we adjusted we caused
Frasch, who is capable of posing as much of an offensive them to make a few mistakes,”
threat as iMcKee— w'ith a different style, of course. Frasch’s Roberts explained.
passing added momentum to an attack which until this
year was basically kept on the ground, and the new quarter
back's precision will presumably improve with experience.
The Vikes’ scoring punch was rounded out with two ex
cellent runners, Paul Rechner and Tom Findlay, and two
good pass receivers, Rick Miller and Willie Davis. Pro
tecting these ball carriers was a large, experienced line.
Unlike the offensive unit, the defense was supposed to
be unbalanced, with a strong line, weak secondary, and
relatively unknown linebackers. As it turned out last week,
however, the secondary, although obviously somewhat
short on experience, showed promise of becoming rather
impermeable, with surprising plays turned in bv Elijah
Brewer and Steve Rechner. The defensive line, on the other
hand, consisting completely of lettermen, fell well short of
its expected performance.
If the line can shape up to what it was last year, and it
should be able to since the personnel is essentially the same,
the Vikes defense could hold any team in the conference.
Tomorrow the Viking gridders should have an easy time
with Carleton, which lost to Monmouth last week 20-14.
The real challenge come the following week at St. Olaf. a
perennial conference power, which was selected by confer
ence coaches as the leading contender for the title. The
three important confrontations this year are with St. Olaf,
Ripon, and Monmouth. Hut it should be rememl>ered that HALFBACK Tom Findlay was stopped by Coe guard Peter
for an undefeated conference champion with many kev Burnette's shoestring tackle as he broke into the secondary
positions filled by new personnel, the first two games of the in this play from last week's victory over Coe. Tomorrow
season are always crucial.

the Vikings will take on the Carleton eleven who last week
were beaten by Monmouth 20-14.

CALENDAR
Satunty, September 28
Cross Country — Ganleton, 12:30

-------

“We cannot let Carleton get
going on us,” Roberts said. “Our
scouts tail us Carleton should
have won. They were down near
the Monmouth goal line twice
when mental errors cost them
touchdowns.”
In reviewing Hast week’s tri
umph, Roberts said it was diffi
cult to single out individuals for
outstanding
performances
be
cause it was an all-out team ef
fort.
Roberts said, “We looked at the
films and the team play Satur
day was better than the effort we
were receiving by our second
game a year ago.”
Roberts said the Vikes avoided
practically a ll errors, did good
work on offensive blocking, and
were tough defensively. One of
the quest.on marks for the Vikes,
the defensive secondary, which
was hit hard by graduation, came
through in outstanding fashion in
its first test, Roberts said.
“We had sophomores like Steve
Rechner, Elijah Brewer, John
Van De Hey and junior Tom
Richardson back there and they
really did a good job,” the Vik
ing mentor added.
If there was one phase of the
Lawrence performance which was
not totally satisfying to Roberts
it was the lack of pressure put
on the Coe quarterback by the
defensive line.

Abraham Lincoln speaks
on The Peace Corps:

STUDENTS
Use Our COMPLETE Facilities
WALK-UP TELLER SERVICE
9 am. - 10 am.
3 pm. - 5 pm.
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